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We report a variational approach to the nonlinearly screened interaction of charged particles with a many-
electron system. This approach has been developed by introducing a modification of the Schwinger variational
principle of scattering theory, which allows one to obtain nonperturbative scattering cross sections of moving
projectiles from the knowledge of the linear and quadratic density-response functions of the target. Our theory
is illustrated with a calculation of the energy loss per unit path length of slow antiprotons moving in a uniform
electron gas, which shows good agreement with a fully nonlinear self-consistent Hartree calculation. Since
available self-consistent calculations are restricted to low heavy-projectile velocities, we expect our theory to
have applications to a variety of processes where nonlinear screening plays an important role.
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The interaction of external charges with solid targets is a
problem of both fundamental and practical interest in con-
temporary physics.1,2 Since the targets of interest, either bulk
solids, surfaces, or structures of lower dimension, typically
consist of many interacting electrons, a remarkable progress
has been achieved along the lines of the so-called dielectric
perturbative formulation of scattering. This formulation uti-
lizes density-response functions of many-body systems to
characterize their dynamical reaction to external
perturbations.2,3
Linear-response theory provides a qualitative description
of the energy loss per unit path length of external particles of
chargeZ1 interacting with solid targets, i.e., the so-called
stopping powersSPd of the solid. However, it yields SP that
is proportional toZ1
2 and cannot, therefore, account for the
existing differences between the ranges of positive and nega-
tive pions4 and the slowing of protons and antiprotons.5,6 The
quadratic-response treatment considerably improves the de-
scription of the interaction of external charges with solid
targets,7,8 and yields aZ1
3 correction to the energy loss that
accurately accounts for the measured energy loss of protons
and antiprotons in the high-velocity regime.9,10 Considerable
progress has been achieved recently in the framework of
quadratic-response theory;11,12however, at low velocities this
theory is only able to quantitatively account for the strong
influence of unit-charge projectilessZ1= ±1d in the case of
high-density targets.
Another approach to investigate the interaction of external
charges with a many-electron system is based on the ordi-
nary formulation of potential-scattering theory. In this
approach,13–17 SP for a heavy particle is determined in the
low-velocity limit from the knowledge of the scattering
phase shifts corresponding to a static nonlinearly screened
potential. These potential-scattering calculations include all
orders in the projectile charge; however, they have the limi-
tation of being restricted to low velocitiessv!vF, vF being
the Fermi velocityd of heavy projectiles moving in bulk ma-
terials.
In the case of few-body scattering, variational methods of
the Schwinger type are known to provide nonperturbative
representations of the collision matrix,18 which in the case of
the scattering of external charges would not be restricted to
low velocities and heavy projectiles. However, the direct ap-
plication of these methods to solid targets composed with a
large number of electrons is not feasible, since it requires the
knowledge of the many-particle ground and excited states of
the target.
In this paper, we put forward a theory that reconciles the
dielectric formulation of scattering with the variational
method. To do this, we introduce a modification of the
Schwinger variational principle of scattering theory to pro-
vide a nonperturbative representation of the scattering cross
section of external charges interacting with a many-electron
system. This method does not require the knowledge of the
many-particle ground and excited states of the target; in-
stead, only the linear and quadratic density-response func-
tions are needed, which have been previously obtained in the
framework of time-dependent density-functional theory
sTDDFTd.19
Because of the quite general nature of this approach, it
can be readily applied to the investigation of a variety of
processes involving the inelastic scattering of charged par-
ticles by many-electron targets, such as the SP for moving
ions, electron and positron energy-loss spectroscopy, inelas-
tic low-energy electron diffraction, and hot-electron dynam-
cs. As our formula only requires the knowledge of the two
lowest-order density-response functions of the target, the
implementation of this approach has a computational cost
equal to that of available quadratic-response theories.
Let us consider the scattering of a charge by an arbitrary
many-electron target, in which the target is scattered between
its ground u0l and excitedunl states. We assume that the
initial and final statesCi = upi ,0l and C f = up f ,nl of the
projectile-target interacting system contain a free particle of
chargeZ1 and momentumpi andp f, respectively. According
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to the bilinear form of the Schwinger variational principle,18
the functional
fTfig = kC f
−uVuCil + kC fuVuCi





is stationary under the variation of the trialsunknownd eigen-
statesC f
+ andCi
− of the full interacting Hamiltonian and at
its stationary point gives thexacttransition-matrix elements
between thesknownd initial Ci and finalC f states. HereV is
the Coulomb interaction between the projectile and the tar-
get, andG0
s+d is the Green function associated to the Hamil-
tonian of the projectile-target system without the mutual in-
teractionV.
The fractional form of the Schwinger variational principle
is obtained by substitutingssee Ref. 18, p. 412d
Ci
+ → ACi+, C f− → BC f− s2d
in Eq. s1d and treating the coefficientsA andB as variational
parameters. If one then returns to Eq.s1d and uses the free






s1d=kC fuVuCil and Tfi
s2d=kC fuVG0
s+dVuCil represent
the first two Born transition amplitudes.
Equations3d has proven very useful in atomic scattering,
where theu0l and unl states of the target can be known, at
least approximately. However, in the case of solid targets the
many-body ground and excited states are difficult to know. In
order to find a representation of the scattering cross section
of external charges interacting with a many-electron system
in terms of density-response functions, which can be calcu-
lated from the knowledge of one-electron states, we first con-
struct the differential cross section for the projectile to be
scattered between the free-particle states of momentap and
p−k swe use atomic units throughoutd18
ds/dk = s16p4/vdo
n
uTfn,i0u2dsv − vn0d, s4d
where the sum is extended over a complete set of eigenstates
of the target,vn0 are the excitation energies of the target,
v=k ·v−k2/2M, M is the projectile mass, andv=p /M is the




− uVuCi0l + kC fnuVuCi0




+ lu2dsv − vn0d, s5d
we compare this functional with that of Eq.s1d, and noting
that a linear combination of the squares of the absolute value
of a stationary quantity is a stationary quantity, we conclude
that the functional of Eq.s5d gives theexactcross section of
Eq. s4d at its stationary point with respect to the variation of
the trial statesCi0
+ and C fn
− . The variational principle based
on the functional of Eq.s5d is the “global” analogssummed
over all final states of the targetd of the corresponding “local”
variational principle based on the functional of Eq.s1d for
the transition to a particular state. These two principles are
both exact and equivalent to each other.
In order to obtain the fractional form of the global varia-
tional principle, we first apply the substitutions2d to the
functional s5d, and we then approximate the trial functions
by the free states. Hence, the problem reduces to finding the




usA + B − ABdTfn,i
s1d + ABTfn,i
s2d u2dsv − vn0d
s6d
with respect to the variational parametersA andB. Equation
s6d can be rewritten as
fds/dkg = sA + B − ABd2R2 + ABsA + B − ABdR3 + A2B2R4.
s7d
Here,R2, R3, andR4 represent contributions to the differen-




respectively, which can be obtained from the knowledge of
the corresponding density-response functions of the target, as
shown in Ref. 12.
In what follows, we neglect the last term of Eq.s7d ssee
the discussion belowd. Solving the variational problem for
the function of Eq.s7d with respect to the parametersA and
B, we find its stationary value as
ds/dk = R2fsR3/R2d, s8d
where
fsxd = f16 − 32x − 56x2 + 72x3 − 27x4 + s2 − xds4 − 4x
+ 9x2d3/2g/32s1 − xd3. s9d
Equations8d is the global analog of the local Eq.s3d. If the
quantity x=R3/R2 is small, we may expand the expression
s9d and obtain
ds/dk = R2 + R3 + ¯ , s10d
which agrees with the Born series through second order in
the interaction between the projectile and the target.
In the case of antiprotonsZ1=−1d moving slowly in a
metal, theZ1
3 contribution to the scattering cross sectionR3,
which is negative, can overcome for low-density metallic
targets the positiveZ1
2 contributionR2, thereby leading to a
physically meaningless negative scattering cross section. In
contrast, our nonperturbative differential cross sections8d is
positively defined, as shown in Fig. 1 where the functionfsxd
of Eq. s9d is plotted.
We illustrate our theory with a calculation of the SP
f−sdE/dxdg for slow protons and antiprotons moving in a
uniform electron gasEGd of densityn0 characterized by the
density parameterrs=s3/4pdn0
−1/3. At low velocities the
projectile-target Coulomb interaction is relatively strong, so
this represents an unfavorable situation for a linear or qua-
dratic perturbative approach.
The SP is obtained by multiplying the differential cross
section sds /dkd by the energy transferv and integrating
over the momentum transferk. As the massM of our pro-
jectile is much larger than the electron mass,v,k ·v and
one writes
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− dE/dx= s1/Vd E dkv · ksds/dkd, s11d
whereV is the normalization volume. We have evaluated the
differential cross section of Eq.s8d from the knowledge of
the linear and quadratic density-response functions of the
uniform EG, which we have calculated in the random-phase
approximationsRPAd.10 For slow projectilessv,vFd, the SP
is found to be proportional to the projectile velocityv.
In Fig. 2, the variational SP of a uniform EG for slow
protons and antiprotonssthick solid linesd is compared to the
corresponding quadratic SPfobtained from Eq.s10dg sdashed
linesd and accurate fully nonlinear potential-scattering calcu-
lations that we have carried out along the lines of Refs. 14
and 15 but with exchange-correlationsxcd excludedschained
linesd. In the high-density limitsrs→0d, the Born series
quickly converges and all calculations coincide. However, as
the electron density decreases, a correct description of non-
linear interactions requires to go beyond quadratic-response
theory.
In the case of antiprotons, quadratic-response calculations
slower dashed line of Fig. 2d overestimate the negative non-
linear contribution to the SPssee also Fig. 1d, which for
rs.5.5 becomes larger in magnitude than the linearsZ1
2d
term. In contrast, the variational SPslower thick solid lined is
positive for all electron densities and shows good agreement
with the fully nonlinear potential-scattering calculation that
we have performed by solving self-consistently the Hartree
equation of a static antiprotonschained line with circlesd.
Since the Hartree SP is obtained from accurate phase-shift
calculations to all orders inZ1, the agreement between varia-
tional and Hartree calculations gives us confidence in the
accurateness of the variational approach.
In the case of protons, our variational SPsupper thick
solid line of Fig. 2d overestimates the potential-scattering
self-consistent Hartree calculationschained line with
squaresd even more than within quadratic-response theory
supper dashed lined. This is because in its presentsinitiald
form our theory is only applicable to point charges that do
not support bound states or resonances.23 Protons in a uni-
form EG are known to support either a bound statesat
rs.2d or a resonance below the Fermi level,14 which can be
inferred by the behavior of our calculated scattering phase
shifts. Electrons accommodated in either a bound state or a
resonance efficiently screen the projectile, thereby decreas-
ing the SP, as shown in Fig. 2.
The first unambiguous evidence for a velocity-
proportional electronic SP of solid targets has been reported
recently, with measurements of the energy loss of slow anti-
protons in Ni, Au, C, and Al.5,6 At low velocities, the energy
loss of ions in metals is mainly due to the slowing by valence
electrons, which can be approximately described with the use
of a uniform EG.20 Hence, we have also plotted in Fig. 2 the
friction coefficients −sdE/dxd /v obtained from the slow-
antiproton energy-loss measurements of Refs. 5 and 6, at
rs=1.20, 1.35, 1.53, and 2.07, corresponding to the average
density of valence 3d84s2, 5d106s1, 2s22p2, and 3s23p1 elec-
trons in Ni, Au, C, and Al, respectively. The variational and
Hartree calculations for antiprotons are considerably closer
to experimentssolid circlesd than their quadratic counterpart.
Our variational calculations for protons are also close to ex-
periment; however, this might be due to a cancelation of the
impact of bound and resonance states with the effect of xc
not included in our approach. The xc effects were included in
Refs. 13–15 in the framework of density-functional theory
sDFTd,21 and they can be included in our variational proce-
dure by going beyond the RPA in the description of the
density-response functions of the solid. Work in this direc-
tion utilizing the recently obtained quadratic density-
response function from TDDFT with xc included22 is now in
progress.
Although an additional approximation of omitting the last
term in Eq.s7d has been made, we note that by including it,
a more general analytical formula for the differential cross
section would be obtained. However, while the termsR2 and
R3 require the knowledge of the linear and quadratic density-
response functions, respectively, which are available from
FIG. 1. fsxd of Eq. s9d ssolid lined. If x is small then
fsxd=1+x+. . . sdashed lined, which yields Eq.s10d.
FIG. 2. Variationalssolid linesd and quadraticsdashed linesd SP
of a uniform EG for slow antiprotonslower curvesd and protons
supper curvesd, divided by the projectile velocity, as a function of
rs. The chained lines with circless quaresd represent fully nonlinear
Hartree calculations for antiprotonssprotonsd, performed along the
lines of Refs. 14 and 15 but with xc excluded. The circlesssquaresd
show the experimental results for antiprotonssprotonsd reported in
Refs. 5 and 6.
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the literature for a number of systems of physical impor-
tance,R4 is related to the cubic response function, which has
not been determined as yet. Although the generalization of
the present theory in this direction is conceptually straight-
forward, for the sake of simplicitysand implementability in
calculations at presentd we defer it until later publications.
In conclusion, we have reported a nonperturbative varia-
tional approach to the nonlinearly screened interaction of
charged particles with a many-electron system, which goes
beyond the conventional linear and quadratic theories. This
approach has been developed by introducing a modification
of the Schwinger variational principle of scattering theory,
which allows one to obtain nonperturbative scattering cross
sections from the knowledge of the linear and quadratic
density-response functions of the target. Our approach,
which includes contributions to all orders in the projectile-
target Coulomb interaction and agrees with the Born series
through second order, represents a considerable improvement
over the quadratic theorysZ1
3d approximation; in particular,
our variational differential cross section is positively defined,
which is known not to be the case for the quadratic theory.
We have illustrated our theory with a calculation of the
stopping power of uniform EG for slow protons and antipro-
tons, which, in the case of antiprotons, shows good agree-
ment with fully nonlinear Hartree calculations. Our calcula-
tions indicate that by going beyond quadratic theory the
variational procedure considerably improves the agreement
with recent measurements of the stopping power of Ni, C,
Al, and Au for slow antiprotons, though xc effects still need
to be taken into account. In the case of protons, the presence
of bound states and resonances also needs to be incorporated
into our theory. Since self-consistent Hartree calculations
have the limitation of being restricted to low heavy-projectile
velocitiessv!vFd, we expect our theory to have applications
in the investigation of a variety of processes involving the
inelastic scattering of charges by many-electron targets.
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